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law reimagined
We are a community of equals.
There is no hierarchy or pecking
order, no partners to please and
no politics to distract you. In
this shared and collaborative
culture, you can just get on with
doing what you enjoy, when you
want to do it. We place control
of the work/life balance firmly
in your hands whilst giving you
the potential to increase your
income.

Just like
business
today,
law is no
longer a 9-5
occupation.

Our solicitors have a minimum
of eight years professional
experience and a proven track
record in their field. We are fully
regulated by the SRA and all of our
work is backed up by professional
indemnity cover. With the lower
overheads of our business model,
we pass the savings directly to
our consultants whilst providing
top quality service without
compromise.
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your community
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business model

the forefront of change
with nexa law
We are at the vanguard
of developments in the
legal industry, offering
a flexible and agile
approach to commercial
legal services that is
fully adaptable to the
needs of everybody
involved - both clients
and lawyers.
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With our business model, we strip back the overhead and
focus on providing the very best of what is required to
practice without the unnecessary extras. This means we can
maximise the amount of the fee received by the lawyer.
We’ve also stripped away the politics and hierarchy of the
traditional law firm, giving you the freedom to focus on what
matters most to you – practicing law.
At the same time, our modern, agile, forward thinking
approach puts us at the cutting edge of law, allowing our well
established, professional lawyers to provide an unparalleled
service to their clients. We will continue to evolve and seek to
remain at the forefront of change.
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your success

be an individual
with nexa law
You love law, you love life. You are a talented,
entrepreneurial and autonomous solicitor who
believes you deserve the freedom to take control of your
working practices and lifestyle whilst increasing your
potential income. If this sounds like you, then nexa law is
your springboard to success.
nexa law is aimed at professional lawyers with not less than
8 years’ post qualification experience. This ensures that all
lawyers within nexa law have extensive experience in their field
and are experts at what they do.
At nexa law you will be an individual but also will have scope
to collaborate with other lawyers within and outside nexa.
There will be the opportunity to refer and receive referrals
and to receive work generated by advertising and marketing
undertaken by nexa law.

Freedom and flexibility
are at the heart of our
philosophy. We let you
set your own targets,
fee structures and
objectives, so that you
can work as much as
you want without the
pressure of meeting the
demands of a traditional
law practice.

nexa law will offer to the consultant lawyer an industry leading
percentage of fees billed and paid.
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your practice
with nexa law
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complete package

nexa law provides
everything you
need to practice
from wherever
you choose
and whenever
you want.
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You will be operational from day 1 and ready
to build stronger than ever relationships with
your clients due to the time freed up away
from the traditional office structure. We offer
more as standard than other ABS firms and
focus on what you actually need, this is briefly
summarised as:
Tailored financial support package to aid
transition
No start-up costs
Indemnity insurance cover with no requested
indemnity against the excess
Access to Practical Law precedents
CPD compliance via Practical Law
Cloud based Case Management
Cashier facility
Office 365
IT support
Credit control
Email address
Mail opening and scanning to email
Access to search providers
Access to the Land Registry
Letterhead watermark
Business cards
Telephone number and forwarding service
Access to meeting room facilities
Ongoing business support, compliance
support and auditing
Your own professional profile on the nexa
law website
Archiving and deeds storage
Preferential limited company set up costs
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total confidence
with nexa law
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technology support
Initial setup and systems training is tailored
to your personal requirements as part of the
induction process. Our helpdesk provides
various options to support you with whatever
queries you may have from time to time.

As a consultant
at nexa law, you
will have access
to a bespoke
tech support
environment
designed to meet
all of your needs.

+ Equipment configuration
We can set up your new equipment either
physically or by remote access, to get you up
and running quickly without you having to be
concerned about any technology matters.
+ Systems training
We offer training in the use of our operational
systems as part of the induction process.
+ nexa law helpdesk service
The nexa law helpdesk offers free support for
many of the everyday problems you may
encounter. Assisting you with both technical
and systems queries. With your permission we
can remotely access your computer and help
you sort out a variety of problems.
+ Our Technology Strategies
We use a cloud based case management
system that you can access from anywhere as
long as you have a suitable internet connection.
Our hardware policy is not to dictate the type
of computer you use to connect to the nexa
law systems. However, they will need to be
compatible with the case management system.
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ready to practice
law the new way?
Assuming you meet our requirements, all that
is required to start is a notebook PC, printer,
scanner, phone and stationery supplies and you
will be ready to go. You will be a consultant
providing your services to nexa law via your own
limited company.
Want to know more?
Get in touch with Eliot at: eliot.hibbert@nexa.law
to arrange a friendly chat and we will talk you
through the next steps.

For more information about becoming a
consultant lawyer, please see our
accompanying brochure:
“Working with nexa law - a brief guide to
becoming a consultant lawyer”

